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INTRODUCTION

Theories of humour are traditionally divided

into two classes: superiority or relief theories,

and incongruity or ambiguity theories. As their

names imply, the former tend to ascribe amusement

primarily to a particular attitude of mind, while

the latter account for it by describing its objects

as having a particular quality.

Enjoyment as an attitude is always a response

to an object present to the mind or feelings. If,

then, enjoyment in amusement is identical with

feelings of superiority or relief, its objects

must always display characteristics of inferiority

or inhibition. But the enjoyment of humour seems

to be distinguishable from a reaction to particular

kinds of topic, and from any personal relation felt

between the subject and the objects of his amusement.

Incongruity theories do not explicitly ascribe

the enjoyment of humour to a particular range of

topics. What kind of enjoyment the enjoyment of
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Chapter 1

Recent Discussions of Amusement

Recent discussions of emotions as an aspect of

the philosophy of mind have promulgated the idea

that emotions are connected logically with (or

conceptually determined by) their objects. This

relation is thought to be conceptually distinct from

their causal relationships. Cut of this general

view come two articles which throw light on what

amusement is, as the subjective aspect of humour.

The first of these is Michael Clark's article

"Humour and Incongruity", published in 1970. It

is Clark who first, as far as I know, rightly in-

sists on tackling humour from the point of view of

amusement, an essential first move in the fruitful

discussion of the subject:

1 Michael Clark, "Humour and Incongruity" in
Philosophy . The Journal of the Royal Institute
of Philosophy (London, MacMillan, 1970),
Vol. 45, pp. 20-32.
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There can be no adequate account of the
notion of humour without one of the notion
of amusement. For the humorous is so cha-
racterized in virtue of the human attitude
of response to it: we call something humo-
rous if it is apt to, or should or deseroi?®;E
to, amuse people, or some special sort of us

person. By "amusement" here I do not, of
course, mean trivial diversion of any sort,
I am using the word in the narrower sense in
which amusement is amusement at the humorous
or comic, or witty. In this paper, then, I
shall approach the question "What is humour?"
via the question "What is amusement?"^

Clark follows through this valuable first step by

using Anthony Kenny's analogy (introduced in Action ,

Emotion and Will -^) between actions and emotions in

terms of the material and formal objects of verbs.

Just as verbs have material and formal objects

("Joan of Arc was the formal object of burning not

ua saint, nor qua woman, but qua inflammable mate-

rial" ), so emotions may be said to have material

and formal objects. Clark claims in this way

2 Clarlc, "Humour and Incongruity", p. 22,

3 Anthony Kenny, Action, Emotion and V/ill
(Routledge & ?:egan Paul, London, 1969).

4 Kenny, Action, Emotion and Will , p, 189,
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to give a more rigorous explanation than anyone

heretofore for the idea that amusement is conceptu-

ally linked to incongruity. He does not argue for

incongruity as such, but accepts this from previous

writers

:

I think it is illuminating to think of some
traditional theories of humour as attempts
to specify the formal object of amusement...
I will suggest that it is ar. essential feature
of any object of S*s amusement that it should
be seen as incongruous by S. In other words
"that which is seen as incongruous" gives the
formal object of being amused by . A related
view can be found in Aristotle and one has -

been put forward more recently by Schopenhauer. , .r

Having identified this object, then, he makes

a standard objection to it, that not all incongruities

are funny. His reply to this is that the formal

object may be further defined (as Kenny shows)

through the distinction between genus and species.

The generic description of incongruity as the formal

object of amusement may be further specified: Clark

does this by introducing the notion of enjoyment -

Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", pp. Zk-^,
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amusement is aroused only by incongruities that are

wanted or liked for their own sake

i

I shall suggest that amusement is the _en-
''

joyment of (perceiving or thinking of or
indulging in) what is seen as incongruous ,

partl.y at least Toecause it is seen as in -

congruous . . . .[.'loreover , it is necessary to
add that the apparent incongruity is not
enjoyed just for some ulterior reason.

For his analysis of what it is to enjoy, or

derive pleasure from, something., he relies on a .

modified version of the account offered by

7
C.C.W. Taylor m his paper "Pleasure". Clark

describes Taylor's account as follows:

What cases of wanting x for its own sake are
cases of enjoyment, then? Taylor's answer is:
those where x is an action or 'passion' (in
Hume's sense) of the subject. For example,
to enjoy a football match is, strictly, to
enjoy watching a football match. Any action
which I perform or experience which I have,
wanting to perform or have it for its own sake,
is necessarily something which I am enjoying.

°

6 Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", pp. 28-9.

7 C.C.W. Taylor, "Pleasure" in Analysis Supplement
(Basil Blackwell, Oxford, January 1963).

8 Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", p. 29,
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But Clark does not find this entirely satisfactory

because it does not include an explanation for dis-

tasteful effort which may be involved in something

otherwise wanted for its own sake, such as a piece

of difficult philosophical writing, Ke therefore

adds the modification that no great effort should

be involved, and comes up with the following sub-

stitute accounts

If the object of amusement for S is an action
or experience of S, then he will want to in-
dulge in that action or have that experience
for its own sake because he sees it as in-
congruous. If the object of amusement is an
object of S's perception or thought, then he
will perceive or think of that object for the
sake of doing so because he sees the object
as incongruous. Furthermore, it must (in
the appropriate sense) be easy, involve no
great effort, to persist in perceiving the
object, or in the acting or experiencing.
If it does require such an effort, we may be
said to appreciate the humorous qualities in
the object, but we may not properly be said
to be amused by it,-^

'J

Clark says that there need be no element of

belief that something is incongruous in amusement.

Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", p. 3I,
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o

that is, there need be no reference to a belief that

what is perceived as incongruous, is incongruous.

In this he is at variance with Kenny, who says that:

The description of the formal object of a
mental attitude such as an emotion, unlike
the description of the formal object of a
non-intensional action must contain a refe-
rence to a belief. Only what is wet can be
dried 5 but something which is merely be-
lieved to be an insult may provoke anger.

By contrast, Clark says:

Amusement need not contain that sort of re-
ference to a belief, only to the way the ob-
ject is perceived or thought of. I do not
know whether what Kenny says would be true
if for 'reference to a belief* you sub-
stituted 'reference to a belief or to the
way the object is perceived or thought of,
though it does seem plausible.-*--^

The difficulty seems to lie in the idea of a 'refe-

rence* to a belief. The reference need not be in

any way a conscious one; in the case of amusement,

to imply that there was a conscious reference to

10 Kenny, Action, Emotion and Will , pp. 193-i|'.

11 Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", p. 26.
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incongruity would be to imply that anyone who was "''

amused had carried out the kind of analysis Clark

has carried out and therefore taken a philosophical
LX i: :" : n F i r " e -i ;. ne t >-. re -xed'

interest in the subject. But on the contrary beliefs

may not be 'conscious occurrences' - they can be

states in which case their manifestations need not

imply any conscious reference to them. Conse-

quently there is no need to suppose that a person

who is amused is conscious that what amuses him is

'enjoyable incongruity' - he merely says or indicates

by laughing "That's funny",

Clark points out that his account of amusement

as the enjoyment of incongruity is quite distinct

from explanations which seek to explain amusement

causally. It is distinct from, but not in conflict

with them; for incongruity, the logically necessary

component in amusement, is not always causally

Armstrong discusses the general category in which
beliefs fall in Belief, Truth and Knowledge
(Cambridge University Press, 1973), PP. 7-23,
He concludes that beliefs are normally states:
",,, there is no reason why this state should be
something which the believer is conscious of
being in. He may or may not know that he holds
a certain belief," (p. 9)
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sufficient to explain all the enjoyment which may be

experienced:

It is true that I have insisted that a reason
for the enjoyment in cases of amusement must
be the apparent incongruity of the object, but
I do not claim that it will always be the only
reason or provide us with a full causal expla-
nation of the enjoyment. It seems to me that
superiority and relief from restraint theories
provide partial answers to the demand for this
sort of explanation and that it is not a demand
that can be met by a purely philosophical
theory. Some sort of empirical investigation
is surely necessary to satisfy it.-*-^

Clark provides in this article a clear delineation

of the issues involved in the philosophical analysis

of humour. He describes incongruity as a necessary

but not sufficient condition of amusement. As the ob-

ject of amusement incongruity does not appear to imply

any particular topics which are humorous in themselves,

such as degradation, insult, or sex. Nor does he give

any particular subjective attitude priority, for the

enjoyment of incongruity has no necessary connection

with an enjoyable feeling of superiority or relief from

tension.

12 Clark, "Humour and Incongruity", p. 3I.

(
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Laughter has traditionally been considered philo-

sophically among the emotions or 'passions*. But

there is also a strong philosophical tradition which

describes humour and comedy as having a painful sub-

ject matter which nevertheless is so managed as to

cause not a painful but a pleasurable effect. It is

therefore a relevant point for discussion on the

subjective side, whether the humorous attitude is an

emotional one or not, Clark describes amusement as

an enjoyable perception of incongruity, and uses the

word 'indulging* as an alternative description.

But is this a strong enough affect to be called an

emotion, or is it more closely related to cognition?

It is this question that I now wish to address through

a discussion of Robert A. Sharpe's article published

in 1975f "Seven Reasons Why Amusement is an Emotion".

In accordance with modern notions of intentiona-

lity, Sharpe first notes that amusement , like most

emotions, has an object. He does not specify its

objects further except by asserting that the objects

of paradigm cases of emotion can be merely intentio-

nal: "We should therefore regard the objects of

amusement as intentional objects, as we do the ob-
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jects of paradigm cases of emotion." -^3

Second, he asserts that like emotions such as

fear and anger, amusement admits of degrees. This

seems to fit well with Clark's analysis, for there

are degrees of enjoyment.

Third, Sharpe thinks that the ability to suppress

behavioural manifestations is an important mark of an

emotion. But the ability to suppress manifestations

of an emotion seems less important for identifying

amusement as an emotion than the fact that like

sorrow or joy it has a typical physical manifestation,

which happens to be laughter. Nevertheless, I shall

argue that laughter is the expression of an attitude

rather than an emotion, and that the fact that it can

be suppressed is an indication of its lesser pro-

duction, as a pro-attitude rather than an emotion,

of disturbance or agitation.

Fourth, Sharpe says 'many emotions are the sub-

jects of self-deception', and amusement is liable

13 xRobert A. Sharpe, "Seven Reasons Why Amusement
is an Emotion" in Journal of Value Enquiry
(Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, Summer 1975),
Vol. 9, p. 201.
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to this kind of censorship because 'If I feel that

to be amused at an obscene or blasphemous joke is

morally wrong then I might wish to disguise to my-

self the fact that I was amused.' Here he takes

up what is traditionally a counter-example to an

asserted immediacy and/or incorrigibility of emotion,

and elevates it into a characteristic of emotion.

He compares amusement as an emotion with jealousy

and envy, which one might also wish not to admit.

But it seems more likely in amusement that enjoyment

is diminished by e.g. moral objections than success-

fully repressed or disguised.

Sharpe's fifth argument is that many emotions

are intrinsically pleasant or painful, and amusement

is intrinsically pleasant. This is true, but less

interesting than Clark's analysis which alleges that

the particular kind of pleasure afforded by amusement

is the enjoyment arising out of a distinctive percep-

tion.

His sixth reason is the cause: object distinction

1^ Sharpe, "Seven Reasons", p. 202.
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derived from Kenny and discussed by Clark. Clark

defines humour in terms of amusement and its logical

objects. Sharpe applies this distinction (that is,

between the object of an emotion as what the emotion

is about, and the cause of the emotion as the belief

of which it is the effect) to the case of the au-

dience at the Oxford Union laughing in anticipation

of a remark that Gerald Hoffnung is about to make:

while the remark is the object of laughter, it is

the audience's antecedent guess that it is coming

that causes them to laugh.

His last reason, he says, struck him as a coun-

ter-argument to the idea that amusement is an emotion.

The sense of humour is subject to the development

of taste, whereas emotions are not. But then, he

thinks, after all he can develop his love of books
tovu

or people consciously and intentionally. Similarly,

his sense of humour can become more discriminating

and subtle

:

in

My choice of what works I love and also what
people I love is, at least in part, also a
matter of taste and taste may develop. In
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the same way what amuses me is also a matter
of taste and-, it is a taste that can alter
and develop. -'

Cur enjoyment of works of art has of course rele-

vance to the enjoyment of comedy or jokes, for these

have qualities of form and aptness which are aesthe-

tic and subject to judgments of taste. This seems to

show that Clark's analysis is correct in describing

amusement as enjoyment of a particular kind of per-

ception ("seen as incongruous"), which gives scope

for a rather more considered and self-conscious

reaction than most ordinary emotions which Sharpe

himself contrasts with "the emotions which are

appropriate responses to art". I shall argue later

in agreement with Sharpens last point, that amuse-

ment is logically the enjoyment of incongruity as

the form in which the topics of humour are presen-

ted, and, as such, a pro-attitude rather than an

emotion.

In "Causes and Objects of Some Feelings and

Psychological Reactions" D.F. Pears describes

15 Sharpe, "Seven Reasons", p. 203,
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amusement at a remark as a "psychological reaction

almost too brief and superficial to be classified

as a feeling," This suggests that amusement

as a reaction may be the manifestation of an under-

lying disposition to see situations or remarks as

enjoyably incongruous. That humour in its subjec-

tive aspect is m fact dispositional is taken

for granted by, for instance, Gilbert Ryle, in

Concept of Mind ;

Dispositional words like 'know', 'believe',
'aspire', 'clever' and 'humorous' are
determinable dispositional words. They sig-
nify abilities, tendencies, or pronenesses
to do, not things of one unique kind, but
things of lots of different kinds.-'-''

16 D,F. Pears, "Causes and Objects of Some Feelings
and Psychological Reactions" in Philosophy of
Mind, ed, Stuart Hampshire (Harper .?;- Row, New
York & London, I966), p, 1^3,

17 Gilbert Ryle, Concept of iiind (Penguin Books,
Harmondsworth , 1975) i p. H^.

*
Pears argues that amusement cannot be disposi-

tional because its character as an immediate
reaction to its object renders it incorrigible.
He imagines it only with difficulty being
assimilated to other dispositions like de-
pression, whose manifestations are corrigible.
But I think the difficulty is avoided if
amusement is considered as the manifestation
of a disposition.
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Presumably a man can exhibit his humorous disposi-

tion by for example, tripping someone up or by saying

"Truce is stranger than friction". Similarly, these

exhibitions of a disposition can be occasions of

amusement for different kinds of people. That the

sense of humour is dispositional seems to be borne,

out also by such ordinary language phrases as

*sense of humour' and 'funny bone'.'"

It is to be hoped that these recent discussions

of humour and amusement have yielded a conceptual

scheme which will bring order to the review of pre-

vious thepr^fs, which ;follows. It should be possible

to see these theories as attempting to fill in with

concrete detail the notions of 'incongruity',

•enjoyment', 'amusement', and 'sense of humour'. , see

•K-

This is also borne out by the history of the word
humour in its derivation from the four humours,
or physical predispositions, with their accom-
panying psychological colourings.

.ice its
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Chapter 2

Superiority and Relief Theories

The topic of humour was dealt with by thinkers

in the ancient world in three contexts: as a tool of

rhetoric, as an aspect of character, and as the form

and subject matter of dramatic comedy. In rhetoric,

it was its ability to relax and lighten the atmosphere

which made it a subject of interest. On the other hand

it was considered a dubious good in the hands of the

boorish or the unsophisticated because of its contra-

dictory nature as an enjoyable mode of attention direc-

ted to unpleasant things. Both Plato and Aristotle see

its subject matter as inherently unpleasant, and it is

in their views that superiority theories seem to have

their origin.

Plato* 8 references to laughter in the Republic

are generally disapproving - loud uncontrolled laughter

is to be banned, and is in itself a sign of instability,

like its tragic equivalent, self-indulgent lamentation.

In the Philebus Plato deals with laughter as an example
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of a mixed emotion of pleasure and pains we laugh

enviously or maliciously at the man who misjudges him-

self in the sense that he overestimates his own virtues -

but only as long as his vanity is not expressed in

power to injure us, Plato's attitude to laughter as

such is disparaging, but of course humour is exemplified

by Plato in his portrayal of Socrates; and in the

Symposium , in an atmosphere more indulgent to the arts

than the Republic , Socrates is represented as arguing

that dramatic skill should be able to turn itself

equally to tragedy and comedy.

It is Aristotle who, in the Poetics , lays down

a since pervasive notion of the objects of humour:

As for Comedy, it is as has been observed an
imitation of men worse than the average; worse,
however, not as regards any and every sort of
fault, but only as regards one particular kind,
the Ridiculous, which is a species of the Ugly.
The Ridiculous may be defined as a mistake or
deformity not productive of pain or harm to
others; the mask, for instance, that excites
laughter, is something ugly and distorted
without causing pain.-^

Aristotle's description of the objects of comedy

1 Aristotle, "poetics" in Introduction to Aristotle .

ed. Richard McKeon (Random House, New York, 19^7),
p. 630.
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as faults and deformities dictates that the subjective

attitude that finds them funny can hardly be positive

enjoyment, but rather an absence of pain. In the

Nichomachean Ethics , however, he deals with this ques-

tion by saying that the kind of jokes a man can put up

with are dependent on his own character, and acknow-

ledges that there can be a positive enjoyment which is

dependent on the taste and judgment of individuals:

...the well-bred man's jesting differs from
that of a vulgar man, and the joking of an
educated man from that of an uneducated. One
may see this even from the old and new comedies;
to the authors of the former indecency of language
was amusing, to those of the latter innuendo is
more so; and these differ in no small degree in
respect of propriety. Now should we define the
man who jokes well by his saying what is not un-
becoming to a well-bred man, or by his not giving
pain, or even giving delight, to the hearer? Or
is the latter definition, at any rate, itself in-
definite, since different things are hateful or
pleasant to different people? The kind of jokes
he will listen to will be the same; for the kind
he can put up with are also the kind he seems to
make. There are, then, jokes he will not make;
for the jest is a sort of abuse, and there are
things that lawgivers forbid us to abuse,

^

Aristotle, "Nichomachean Ethics" in Introduction
to Aristotle, p. 395.
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Although Aristotle says "The ridiculous side of things

is not far to seek, however, and most people delight

more than they should in amusement and in jesting" 3, he

makes a distinction between the buffoon and the boor,

the former "a slave to his sense of humour", the latter

who "contributes nothing and finds fault with every-

thing."-^ Between them are "those who joke in a

tasteful way fwho] are called ready-witted, which

implies a sort of readiness to turn this way and thatj

for such sallies are thought to be movements of the

character, and as bodies are discriminated, so too are

characters. "^

Aristotle is rather grudging in his acknowledgment

that humour can be enjoyed; this seems to arise part-

ly out of his view that it expresses hostility, and

partly out of his view of what its objects can be. Each

consideration implies a standard of judgment - intelli-

gence in the exercise of the sense of humour, and taste

in the choice of objects. While the hostility could

be thought to be the expression of a kind of superio-

3 Aristotle, "Nichomachean Ethics" , p. 394.

4 Aristotle, "Nichomachean Ethics" , p. 395.
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rity, the objects of humour as 'the Ugly' can be

seen as a particular formulation of the idea of in-

congruity which dictates that the subjective atti-

tude will be described pejoratively.

There was a good deal of interest in laughter, as

such, in the renaissance; it was accounted for physio-

logically as movements of 'spirits' in the body, and

psychologically was held to be related to rationality:

"Laurentius, , .holds , with the best of the Schoolmen,

quod homo sit risibilis quia rationalis (man laughs

because he is rational)".-^ The enjoyment of humour

is here referred to the intellect as such, rather than

any particular subjective attitude, although Duns

Scotus, for example, cites the standard object:

The object of laughter is a novel, sudden,
trivial, or ludicrous thing, having wit or
subtility, which minds enjoy, as when a per-
son, walking carelessly ^and inattentively,
falls down in the mud.

While we may miss the 'wit and subtility' in this

case, perhaps the missing link between a superiority

5 H.M. Gardiner, Feeling and Emotion (Greenwood
Press, Westport, Conn., 19?0), p. I38.

6 Quoted in Gardiner, Feeling and Emotion , p. I37 fn.
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theory with regard to the object, and some rather

different notion of intellectual enjoyment caused by

incongruity, may be found in De la Ghambre's views as

Gardiner gives them:

We laugh, he holds, because, according to a
theory of the ludicrous since often repeated,
we thereby give expression to the feeling of
our own superiority. Animals do not laugh
because they have neither a sense of their own
excellence nor a developed social consciousness.
The expression of laughter De la Chambre repre-
sents as all ultimately derived from pleasure
and surprise. .

.

'

Descartes treats the objects of laughter and the

ridiculous very briefly in The Passions of the Soul ,

He regards the springs of laughter as being primarily

wonder and surprise, hardly ever joy, which does not

have the requisite physical effect. Hatred, too,

when it is combined with surprise can have the physio-

logical effects which lead to laughter. Like Aristotle,

he differentiates between illiberal and liberal jesting,

attributing to the latter a motive in controlling

faults. As a movement of character, its enjoyment is

primarily intellectual and aesthetic, rather than

7 Gardiner, Feeling and Emotion , p. I39.
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definable as a 'passion*

«

As regards the modest bantering which is
useful in reproving vices by making them
appear ridiculous, so long as we do not laugh
at them ourselves or bear any hatred towards
the individuals concerned, it is not a passion,
but a quality pertaining to the well disposed
man which gives evidence of the gaiety of his
temper and the tranquillity of his soul, which
are characteristic marks of virtue; it often
also shows the ingenuity of his mind in knowing
how to present an agreeable appearance to the
things which he ridicules."

It is, of course, well known that Hobbes gives the

most clear and unqualified expression to the superio-

rity theory of laughter

i

Sudden glory is the passion which maketh
those grimaces called LAUGHTER; and it
is caused either by some sudden act of their
own, that pleaseth them; or by the appre-
hension of some deformed thing in another,
by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud
themselves. And it is incident most to them,
that are conscious of the fewest abilities in
their own favour, by observing the imperfec-
tions of other men. And therefore much

6 Descartes, The Philosophical Works of Descartes ,

trans . Elizabeth Haldane and G.R.T. Ross
(Cambridge University Press, 1973), Vol. I, p. ^13.
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laughter at the defects of others, is a sign
of pusillanimity.

He even denies that there can be any other impor-

tant reason for laughter, e.g. that something is

amusing:

That it consisteth in wit, or, as they call
it, in the jest, experience confuteth; for
men laugh at mischances and indecencies,
wherein lieth no wit nor jest at all.

Hobbes expresses least equivocally of all philosophers

the view that laughter and weeping are simply func-

tions of who is in trouble, oneself or another:

To fall on the sudden, is disposition to weep-
To see another fall, is disposition to laugh. -'-'-

This, then, is to assimilate all laughter to that

described by Aristotle in the context of Comedy:

9 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (Charles Scribner*s
Sons, New York, .1^30), p. 198.

10 Thomas Kobbes, "Human Nature" in The English
Works of Thomas Hobbes, ed. Sir Wm. Molesworth— (Scientia Aalen, 1962), Vol. IV, p. ^5.

11 Hobbes, English V/orks , Vol. IV, p. 53.
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laughter at others; nor does Hobbes coat the pill by

implying that there are degrees of laughter which

show degrees of refinement. Rather he thinks that

there must be a difference in the treatment of the

object of laughter for it to be enjoyed by all without

pain; this difference is the abstraction of the butt

from all personal reference - not an easy prescription:
an histnri. '-'»

Laughter without offence , must be at absur-
dities and infirmities abstracted from per-
sons, and when all the company may laugh
together: for laughing to oneself putteth
all the rest ioto jealousy and examination
of themselves , -'-2

It is interesting to note that Hobbes says that

laughter refers to 'a passion that hath no name ;

but the sign of it is that distortion of the countenance

which we call laughter, which is always joy . • in

naming it himself, as 'sudden glory', he approached

the question from a purely subjective point of view.

In doing so, he seems to have distorted it to such

an extent as to deny that it had any necessary

12 Hobbes, English Works . Vol. IV, pp. 46-7.
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connection with amusement at all. As a passion,

•sudden glory* implies an immediate emotional

(rather than the aesthetic and intellectual one

implied by Aristotle and Descartes) reaction to its

objects, in which the sense of humour becomes a con-

sistent disposition to take joy in one*s own supe-

riority.

The concept of humour underwent an historically

important development in England during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, which must be taken

into account because it led to a change in philoso-

phical thinking about humour which spread beyond

England to continental Europe. Very briefly described,

this development was the rise of an everyday kind of

realistic comedy which was exemplified both on stage

It is of course relevant here that the word
•amusement* had its first use as exciting
laughter towards the end of the seventeenth
century. As Locke says, in the Essay Concer-
ning Human Understanding , of mixed modes
•made arbitrarily by the mind*: 'It is con-
venient, if not necessary, to know the names,
before one endeavour to frame these complex
ideas.

•

«^
Descartes denied that joy was necessarily involved

in laughter.
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and in novels. The impetus was given by Ben Jonson

in Every Man out of his Humour ; the butt of

humour became the man in the grip of a particular

humour, or physiological-cim-psychological disposition

which made him ridiculous because of an abnormal im-

balance in his make-up. The butt, however, became

more and more sympathetic, so that the satirical aims

of comedy were gradually changed into a much gentler,

even a sentimental, delight in the variety, eccentri-

city, the essential richness of possibility in the

human condition.

Encapsulated within this development is the evo-

lution of the word "humorist" from the victim of a

humour, to someone able to create, or delight in,

amiable human oddity. The increasing sentimentality

of humour meant that there was a desire to redefine

it in some terms other than superiority theory, or

theories which linked it in any direct way with

rationality. But in the nineteenth century, the

conceptual framework in which humane studies deve-

loped was fundamentally changed by the development

of scientific modes of enquiry, exemplified by

Darwin's theory of the evolution of species, and the
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advent of psychology as a separate discipline. The

emphasis in thought about human faculties shifted

specifically to the consideration of their genesis

and function. In the case of humour, while superio-

rity theories gave way, in the mood of Romanticism,

to incongruity theories, they reappeared in the

thought of psychological thinkers because their

interest was not so much in questions such as what

do people laugh at, and why?, as more precisely for-

mulated ones: what function does laughter perform

in an individual psychic economy, and in society?

and, since it seems to be (as Koestler calls it)

a 'luxury function', what survival value may it

have?

These more narrowly physiological and psycho-

logical explanations of laughter tended to combine

the notions of incongruity and superiority by

showing that it is the perceived incongruity which

elicits the feeling of superiority issuing in laugh-

ter. Alexander Bain, writing in the l860*s, thought

that incongruity itself needed to be more closely

defined than hitherto, for there are many incon-

gruities that have no ludicrous effect, e.g.
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'five loaves and two fishes among a multitude'.

He achieved this, he thought, by showing that it

was the relief from the constraint produced by the

ordinary seriousness and necessities of life that

produces amusement. Incongruity for him was

'false and faded dignities. . .unmeaning and hollow

pomp. . .Whatever prostrates, even for a moment, an

awe-striking personage, is a delightful relief. '-^3

There is no mention here of wit or word-play, and

it is hard to see how they could be made to fit in.

Herbert Spencer, in an essay which stresses the

physiological aspects of laughing, responds speci-

fically to Bain's formulation of ludicrous incon-

gruity. His physiological explanation of laughter

as the release of surplus psychic energy leads him

further to specify the incongruity as 'descending',

for the first element of contrast must raise a

considerable emotional or mental excitement, which

is then surplus in the face of a second and necessa-

rily more trivial element - hence the essentially

13 Alexander Bain, Mental and Moral Science (long-
mans. Green & Co., London, 1865), p. 317.
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meaningless muscle and pulmonary-visceral agitation

known as laughter.

Finally, in this review of the second fifty

years of the nineteenth century which sets the scene

for the full-fledged theories of Bergson and Freud,

it is worth noting that Darwin, in his book The

Manifestation of Emotions in Man and Animals devotes

some pages to laughter in the context of 'joy and

high spirits*. He dwells on the muscular movements

involved, observes his infants closely to record the

evolution of their responses through smiling, blea-

ting noises, and outright laughter. He comments on

the tendency of young people and idiots to smile and

laugh whenever they are pleased, as evidence that

these muscular movements are genetically an expres-

sion of pleasure as such; and on the 'curious

analogy' between tickling of the body and of the

imagination, both of which produce laughter. He

implies some kind of explanation of this when he

says

;

In this case ^laughter at a ludicrous ideaj
and in that of laughter from being tickled,
the mind must be in a pleasurable condition?
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a young child, if tickled by a strange man,
would scream from fear. The touch must be
light, and an idea or event, to be ludicrous
must not be of grave import. ^

One might say that the explanation is that both are

enjoyed in what is essentially an atmosphere of play,

and this idea is taken up and expanded upon by later

psychologists, e.g. Freud and Eastman.

In his long essay Le Hire , Bergson relates his

theory of humour to his general theory of the elan

vital and the function of human intelligence in the

service of evolution. He bases his theory on three

observations: that only 'the human* (that is, not

landscape, nor animal, nor thing, unless they are

seen as moulded by human caprice) can be a source

of humour; that humour is purely intellectual, be-

cause it is characterized by what he calls an

•anaesthesia of the heart* ; and that it is wholly

social; *Our laughter is always the laughter of the

group'. By a somewhat obscure inductive process

Ik Charles Darwin, The Manifestation of Emotions
in Man and Animals (University of Chicago Press

,

Chicago and London, 196?), p. 199.

15 Henri Bergson, 'Laughter' ('Le Rire») in Comedy ,

ed. Wylie Sypher (Doubleday Anchor Books,
New York, 1958), p. 6k,
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he then concludes that the function of intelligence

exercised in humour is to reprove the individual in

his social relations when he has entrenched himself

in some rigid, fixed, or mechanical mode of beha-

viour which disrupts (though not fatally, because

Bergson recognizes this kind of corrective influence

as not a matter of life or death for society) the

flow of human creativity and adaptability.

Bergson describes this idea as the leitmotiv

of his essay - its influence will be very indirect,

he implies, in some instances, but nevertheless a

line of connection can usually be traced between

the object of laughter, and the notion of a 'mecha-

nical encrustation on the living* . It enables him to

account for all kinds of common comic techniques, e.g.

imitation, repetition, disguise, caricature, as re-

presentations of the automatic, mechanical, and

absent-minded behaviour of such aberrant victims of

idees fixes as Don Quixote and the characters of

Moli&re's comedies.

It can be seen that Bergson' s theory is a cunning

and original amalgam of superiority and incongruity

theories. Humour picks on the inadequately socia-
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lized and adapted who fall short of a norm roughly-

defined as suppleness in the service of evolution;

the central incongruity involved is between the

'mechanical' and the 'living*. But it can be

classed as primarily a superiority theory because

it is assumed that the point of view from which the

sense of humour is exercised must necessarily be

that of the adequately supple and adapted.

But this analysis does not take sufficient note

of the variability of the humorous point of view.

Humour does not really appear to have an axe to

grind. Bergson knows this, but he has not related

the flexibility of humour itself sufficiently to

his leitmotiv to see that the latter, in its rigi-

dity, inevitably leads him astray. He is forced

into self-contradiction when he says:

The man who withdraws into himself is largely
made up of this very withdrawal. This accounts
for the comic being so frequently dependent on
the manners or ideas, or, to cut it bluntly,
on the pre judicei of society.-'-*

16 Bergson, Laughter , p. I50.
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For in this case it is the mechanical encrustation

(a prejudiced society) which is taking the liberty

of laughing at the individual who withdraws from it.

It would be quite unfair to Bergson, however,

to confine an account of his thought about humour

to his leitmotiv , for it appears itself often as a

mechanical stop to his careful and fruitful obser-

vations. For example he points out that:

The reciprocal interference of two sets of
ideas in the same sentence is an inexhaustible
source of amusing varieties, ...

and

Inversion and reciprocal interference ,

after all, are only a certain playfulness
of the mind which ends at playing upon words. •••

and, commenting on Bain's notion of degradation, he

points out that

. , , while the transposition from solemn to
trivial, from better to worse, is comic, t:

inverse transposition may be even more so.

1? Bergson, Laughter , pp, 138-1^1 passim.
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While he makes the strange claim that plays upon

words seize on something mechanical and rigid in

language itself, he also shows that some broader

definition of what is not funny than adaptability

or suppleness is required:

.. .if ., .language were an absolutely unified
organism incapable of being split up into
independent organisms, it would evade the
comic as would a soul whose life was one
harmonious whole, unruffled, as the calm
surface of a peaceful lake.i°

For it is indeed true that if words were necessarily

wedded as soiond to meaning, there would be no possi-

bility of puns and wordplay as vehicles of incon-

gruity.

Freud's book Jokes and their Relation to the

Unconscious has, as its title suggests, a fairly

narrow focus and intention. For one thing, it is

concerned with verbal and conceptual jokes as such,

and gives a full account of the techniques involved

in such jokes, e.g. compression and displacement.

But he wants to differentiate jokes, as verbal and

18 Bergs on. Laughter , p. m-k.
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55

conceptual conceits, from all other forms of the

comic, on the grounds that, like dreams, they are

produced by the unconscious mind in forms which

disguise their motive sources. The claim is that

the fact that they have point or meaning is inci- •

dental, for this merely performs the function of

distracting both perpetrator and hearer from rea-

lizing that they are about to indulge in desires

whose motives were best concealed: to inflict in-

sult, for childish play, or for indecent exposure.

Both the form and the content of a joke (as dis-

tinguished from other forms of humour) spring from

the unconscious mind. Jokes produce two forms of

pleasure: first amusement, and second pleasure in

cathectic release, or the discharge of feeling

dammed up by repression. Amusement, as forepleasure

,

and the release from inhibition, contribute to each

other's intensity; but the joke is to be understood

first as the relief of inhibition, to which amuse-

ment contributes primarily as palliating the shame

involved in its objects.

The book is therefore to be understood prima-

rily in the context of Freud's psychological theories
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of psychic economy and of the unconscious mind, and

not as a theory of humour in general. He wishes,

in fact, to differentiate jokes from 'merely comic

pleaure*; merely comic pleasure he attributes to

the empathetic perception of differences of cathec-

tic charge (feeling accruing to a particular set of

circumstances) between the laughter and the object

of his amusement. The contrast is, therefore, usu-

ally between 'high' and *low», but he specifi-

cally denies that this difference is experienced by

the laugher as his own superiority:

The origin of comic pleasure,..- its deri-
vation from a comparison between our own
psychical expenditure and the other person's
as estimated by empathy - is probably the
most important genetically. It is certain,
however, that it has not remained the only
one. We have learnt at one time or another
to disregard this comparison and to derive
the pleasurable difference from the one side
only, whether from the empathy or from the
processes in oneself - which proves that the
feeling of superiority bears no essential
relation to comic pleasure, V/e find that it
is made between two cathectic expenditures
that occur in rapid succession and are con-
cerned with the same function, and these
expenditures are either brought about in us
through empathy into someone else or, without
any such relation, are discovered in our
own mental processes, '^

19 Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious , trans, and ed, by James Strachey
(The Norton Library, New York, I963), p, 196,
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The paradigmatic form of comic pleasure therefore is

•I laugh at a difference in expenditure be-
tween another person and myself, every time
I discover the child in him, ' Or, put more
exactly, the complete comparison which leads
to the comic would run; 'That is how he does
it - I do it in another way r^^he does it as
I used to do it as a child.'

This leads Freud to the position that children them-

selves are incapable of specifically comic pleasure.

Even if they have achieved a stage of development

in which they have a concept of the right way to do

things, they refer this only to themselves; if they

laugh at another it is out of joy in their superio-

rity, not the comic pleasure necessarily related to

the ability to compare any two standards, Freud

seems here to assign a developmental significance to

superiority and incongruity suggesting that the sense

of humour changes with maturity from the enjoyment of

superiority to the enjoyment of contrast.

From this it would seem that while Freud attri-

butes childish laughter to one type of comparison,

20 Freud, Jokes, p. 224.
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this is a comparison which in mature laughter be-

comes applicable to all the situations which empathy-

experiences. In his analysis of •innocent jokes'

he contends that it is the childish enjoyment of

play with nonsense words that is disrupted by matu-

rity, which results in the motive of play itself

being repressed, so that it can only become active

through •dreamwork* - a 'plunge into the uncon-

scious' which results in the familiar joke-techni-

ques of compression, displacement and faulty rea-

soning.

Freud's theory about the unconscious motivations

of jokes, put briefly:

...a preconscious thought is given over
for a moment to unconscious revision and the
outcome of this is atp-pnce grasped by con-
scious perception,,,.

leads him into several contradictory conclusions.

First, it leads him to say that we must give

different reasons for the amusement of

21 Freud, Jokes , p. 160.
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the maker of a joke, and its hearer. The maker,

already knowing his joke, can only attain the plea-

sure of relief from inhibition at second hand, by

telling it to another. The hearer laughs sponta-'

neously out of his relief whose unworthy motives

are disguised for him by the element of surprise

achieved by joke-technique. This is why the 'point*

must be delayed by faulty reasoning. Freud asserts

that jokes which provoke thought, or attract atten-

tion to their true objects, are failures, because

the inhibition is aroused to consciousness before

its comic aspect can distract the hearer; but it

must be an unusual joke which is both able to set

its confusion and at the same time disguise the

fact that it will pander to any of the three re-

pressed motives: playfulness, sexuality, and in-

sult. Compare his two statements:

The syllogistic fagades admirably fulfil the
aim of holding the attention by setting it a
task. While we are beginning to wonder what
was wrong with the reply, we are already
laughing; our attention has been caught un-
awares and the discharge of the liberated
inhibitory cathexis has been completed ....

and
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Jokes. . .observe the condition of being easy
to understand; as soon as they call for
intellectual work which would demand a choice
between different paths of thought they would
endanger their effect not only by the unavoi-
dable expenditure of thought but also by the
awakening of attention.

Freud himself raises a further objection to his

theory. It is that while dreams are private, and

frequently remain a mystery, jokes are nothing if

they do not communicate their meaning:

A joke, on the other hand, is the most social
of all the mental functions that aim at a
yield of pleasure. The condition of intelli-
gibility is, therefore, binding on it; it
may only make use of possible distortion in
the unconscious through condensation and dis-
placement up to the point at which it can be
set straight by the third person's understan-
ding. Moreover, jokes and dreams have gr:own
up in quite different regions of mental life
and must be allotted points in the psycholo-
gical system far remote from each other. A
dream still remains a wish, even though one
that has been made unrecognizable; a joke
is developed play, -^

Another difficulty with the theory is that it

seems difficult to maintain that a desire for play

22 Freud, Jokes, p, 152.

23 Freud, Jokes, p, 179.
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is felt by adults as so inherently shameful as to

require this kind of disguise. Yet Freud must

account for the fact that there are a lot of jokes

which are funny without being either sexual or in-

sulting - he must, if these have the compressed and

therefore dream-analogous form of made humour,

account for their origin in the unconscious mind

as the locus of repressed motives. In this case,

the motive must be play as the infantilism that is

most appropriately inhibited, Eut all forms of

play involve the use or exercise of faculties

(which is partly why e.g. tennis or chess are not

guiltily played) so that it is strange that Freud

should deny that there is something in the mental

activity occasioned by jokes which accounts for the

pleasure they give us

:

The two fixed points in what determines the
nature of jokes - their purpose in continuing
pleasurable play and their effort to protect
it from the criticism of reason - immediately
explain why an individual joke, though it may
seem senseless from one point of view, must
appear sensible, or at least allowable, from
another. ,, .Nor have we any need to enter
further into the question of how pleasure
could arise from the alternation between
•thinking it senseless' and 'recognizing
it as sensible'. The psychogenesis of jokes
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has taught us that the pleasure in a joke
is derived from play with words or from the
liberation of nonsense, and the meaning of
the joke is merely intended to protect the
pleasurs^from being done away with by cri-
ticism.

No wonder Freud relegates the discussion of shaggy

dog stories ("there is no appropriate name for them,

but they might well be described as 'idiocy masque-

rading as a joke'") to a footnote. Since their

point is that they have no point, he cannot relate

them to the unconscious mind. Since they 'really

are' nonsense, he attributes their original telling

to a desire to annoy, and their repetition to a de-

sire for revenge for that annoyance.

Just as the original motive of superiority may

be modified by an ability to take other points of

view, it seems possible to say in refutation of

Freud's idea that innocent jokes are motivated by

a guilty desire to play, that the original nonsense

of children is modified by an ability to play with

words meamingfully simply because adults know and

24 Freud, Jokes, p. I3I.
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understand more of their relationships. Freud seems

to acknowledge this himself when he calls jokes

•developed play* for play is a conscious activity,

and there seems no good reason why it should recede

into the unconscious mind when it is developed.

In a much later essay, 'Humour' , Freud returns

to the subject of the comic in general in the follow-

ing terras. He says that just as, in wit, the un-

conscious makes its contribution to the comic, so

in humour, it is the superego which makes a contri-

bution. Again, he connects it with a process of

•liberation' - but this time not from inhibition,

but a liberation of the ego in 'an assertion of its

own invulnerability*. What makes this assertion

possible is the unusually benevolent role of the

superego. As 'parent' it undertakes a loving and

That jokes are metaphorical is a point made by
many writers, e.g. Koestler and R.H. Blyth.
The latter [in Zen in English Literature &
Oriental Classics (Hokuseido Press, Tokyo, 19^2 )J,

specifically speaks of humour as a kind of
poetry. Presumably poets and wits would agree
that their metaphorical expressions are pro-
duced in some non-discursive, intuitive or
'unconscious' way.
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protective service to the ego; it assures it that

its troubles are not serious

i

J Look here I This is all this seemingly-
dangerous world amounts to. Child's play -

the very thing to jest about 1^5

This is an attitude that wards off suffering! Freud

connects this idea with the pleasure principle (as

he did the form and matter of jokes with repression)!

and through the notion of a hyper-cathexis of the

superego, by means of which it imposes this different

perspective on the suffering ego, he fits it into

his overall theory of a psychic economy.

It is interesting that Freud links humour, as

he did jokes and comic pleasure, to the play of

childhood, and in addition to intellectual activity

i

Like wit and the comic, humour has in it a
liberating element. But it has also something
fine and elevating, which is lacking in the
other two ways of deriving pleasure from in-
tellectual activity. Obviously what is true
about it is the triumph of narcissism, the
ego's victorious assertion of its own invul-
nerability.

25 Sigmund Freud, "Humour" in Collected Papers ,

ed. James Strachey (Hogarth Press, London,
1953) » Vol. 5. p. 220.

26 Freud, "Humour", p. 216.
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It seems clear that Freud would attribute the

enjoyment of humour not so much to the perception

of any intrinsic formal features of its object

(such as incongruity) as to psychic relief occa-

sioned by the general nature of its objects as to-

pics - danger, insult, indecency and so on. Thus

his mentions of play and intellectual activity do

not seem to perform any important function in his

theory. Flay is understood as something childish

and even shameful. The intellectual activity which

he says is a source of pleasure is nevertheless

assigned an anomalous role since its function is

to disguise rather than exhibit the topics it is

attending to.

The last work to be considered under the rubric

of superiority and relief theories is Arthur

Koestler's The Act of Creation . As the title

implies, he is concerned with those faculties which

contribute to the inventiveness of the human mind.

The process behind all creative acts, he thinks, is

the ability to discover hidden similarities; crea-

tive acts he classifies under three headings;

humour, discovery, and art. To each of these three
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categories he ascribes an emotional 'tone': humour

arises out of aggression, scientific discovery out

of emotional neutrality, art out of sympathy or

identification. In all three cases, there is a pro-

cess which is by its nature *bisociative* or

metaphorical, and it is through this kind of short-

cut, which avoids discursive or logical thought,

that advances are made in human enterprises - the

kind of advances that are genuinely new departures

as opposed to the day-to-day pushing on of intellec-

tual or aesthetic processes.

Koestler classifies laughter as a reflex, the

release of emotions for which civilized man has no

need. The specific emotion necessarily involved

(although there may be others) is aggression,

aroused by the topics of humour, an emotional reac-

tion which is perceived by the intellect to be inor-

dinate :

In a word, laughter is aggression (or appre-
hension) robbed of its logical raison d'Jtre ;

the puffing away of emotion discarded by
thought .^"^

27 Arthur Koestler, The Act of Creation (Pan
Books, London, 19^9). p. 56.





Cn the other hand he points out that humour is a late

development, and that

...a level of evolution had to be reached
where reasoning had gained a certain degree
of autonomy from the 'blind' urges of emo-
tion; where thought had acquired that inde-
pendence and nimbleness which enable it to
detach itself from feeling - and to confront
its glandular humours with a sense of humour.
Only at this stage of 'cortical emancipa-
tion' could man perceive his own emotions
as redundant, and make the smiling admission
•I have been fooled'. 2°

The aggressive/defensive feelings released by

bisociation of incompatible spheres of reference

(what Koestler calls 'matrices') are what laugh-

ter expresses for Koestler. It is for this reason, i.e.

that he attributes laughter to a subjective emotion

of this kind, that he is included here among superi-

ority theorists. However, his view of the objects

of humour seems to conform to incongruity theories:

28 Koestler, Act of Creation, p. 63.
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Comic discovery is paradox stated. Scienti-
fic discovery is paradox resolved. 29

It is unclear whether the aggressive/defensive

emotional reaction is aroused by the elements which

are bisociated, or by the bisociation itself. It is

also unclear where any notion of the enjoyment of

humour may come in. It may be that "the smiling

admission *I have been fooled' " indicates that

the pleasure is aroused by the fooling itself , in

which case he conforms quite well to Clark's idea

that humour is the enjoyment of incongruity. But

certainly this is only implicit in Koestler's argu-

ments which generally support his assertion:

Whatever the composition of the emotional
charge which a narrative carries, it will
produce a comic effect only if an aggressive/
defensive tendency, however sublimated, is
present in it. You may be deeply moved by
a person's predicament, and yet unable to

29 Koestler, Act of Creation , p. 95.
*

The word 'funny' from to fon, or trick, lends— - - some support to the idea that it is particu-
larly incongruities which fool the mind that
amuse it as well.
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suppress a smile at its ludicrous aspect?
and the impression of the •ludicrousness*
of aiiother person's behaviour always implies
an assertion - conscious or unconscious -

of your own superiority; you smile at his
expense ,

^

Summary

Superiority theories attribute the enjoyment of

humour essentially to a subjective, perhaps emotional,

reaction to its subjects. The subjective reaction

has the character of a comparison of oneself with

the objects of humour, a comparison which results

in feelings of pleasurable superiority or relief.

The descriptions of the objects of humour vary con-

siderably, but are generally conditioned by the

assumptions abbut the subjective reaction. Thus,

although they often involve implications of incon-

gruity, and even detailed and accurate accounts of

the forms incongruity can take, the incongruities

are not considered principally in their logical

character; rather they carry an implication of

ugliness or degradation resulting from a compari-

30 Koestler, Act of Creation, p. 54.
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son between their elements, or between them as a

unit and the amused person.

That superiority theories specify narrowly and

unjustifiably the nature of the enjoyment aroused

by the exercise of a sense of humour seems to be

their most unsatisfactory aspect. It is then diffi-

cult to differentiate between humour and any other

situation (such as burying a tomahawk in one's ene-

my's head) which also may lead to feelings of supe-

riority and/or relief. As Stephen Leacock points

out, in citing this example,"^ "this may be the genesis

of laughter, but cannot be an eternally valid expla-

nation.

The questions these theories answer, rightly or

wrongly, are primarily questions about our motives

and purposes. Answering them involves assumptions

which are difficult to justify and which frequently

lead to incompatible assertions. Hobbes is led to

say that laughter has a less important connection

with wit and humour than with sudden glory in one-

31 Stephen Leacock, "War and Kumour" in My
Remarkable Uncle (McClelland ^r Stewart,
Toronto, 1965). p. 102.
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self; Freud says that humour is an intellectual

activity which is initiated unconsciously and must

not provoke thought; Bergson says that laughter

with its reforming purpose is always the laughter

of the group so that it is impossible to laugh at

oneself. Also, despite the accuracy of their

accounts of the objects of humour, as explanations

they are impossible to reconcile. While Bergson

denies that any emotion is involved, Koestler

asserts that it is emotions that are 'puffed

away' in laughter, Bergson perhaps sums up the

essence of superiority theories when he contrasts

his own with 'purely philosophical theories' in-

volving 'the contradictory', for he has isolated

the cause of humour, while 'the contradictory',

not being a sufficient condition of laughter, must

be characterized as merely its product, ^^

32 Bergson, Laughter , p, I77,
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Chapter 3
. U«'

Incongruity Theories

Incongruity theories approach the analysis of

humour through its objects, and therefore touch only

indirectly on the subjective sense of hxanour. Some

writers,however, do think that the nature of in-

congruity implies something about the minds that

enjoy it. ^

Locke, for example, denigrates verbal play as a

sign of a somewhat volatile intelligence t

For wit [lies] most in the assemblage of ideas,
and putting those together with quickness and
variety, wherein can be found pictures and
agreeable visions in the fajicyi judgment, on
the contrary, lies quite on the other side,
in separating carefully, one from another,
ideas wherein can be found the least diffe-
rence, thereby to avoid being misled by simi-
litude, and by affinity to take one thing for
another.^

John Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding ,

ed. Alexander Campbell Fraser (Dover Publica-
tions Inc., New York, 1959), Vol. I, p. 203.
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Locke therefore discusses humour in the context of

the relation of ideas, in a chapter dealing as his

editor says, with *elaborative thought* - for Locke

says that wit proceeds by metaphor and allusion,

performing shortcuts which beguile through their

liveliness, but are not conformable with 'the se-

vere rules of truth and good reason*

,

It is interesting now to turn to Kant and see

how he deals with the questions raised by Hobbes

and Locke I whether laughter i« typically unsympa-

thetic and what relation it has to reason. Kant

wrote about laughter both in the Critique of Judg-

ment and Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of

View . The latter work takes up Hobbes' point, as

it were , and disposes of it thus s

th< •^'^
It is not the most charming comment on men
that their enjoyment increases when they
compare it with others* pain, while their
pain is lessened when they compare it with
others' ... .But this is a purely psycholo-
gical effect (according to the principle

" "^ of contrast: opposita mixta se posita magis
eluscent) and has no bearing on the moral
matter of wishing suffering on others..,.•— We suffer in sympathy with another person
by imagination (so that when we see someone
losing his balance and almost falling, we
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involuntarily and vainly lean towards the
opposite side, as if trying to set him right),
and are only happy not to be involved in the
same fate.

This is to be compared with Hobbes:

To fall on the sudden, is disposition to weep.
ciu.vH To see another fall, is disposition to laugh.

Perhaps dispositions differ enough that, as Aristotle

said, they will determine what csm and cannot be

laughed at.

Kant's views on the logical import of wit and

humour are not unlike Locke's. His dictum that

laughter is the product of 'strained expectation

that issues in nothing' is well-known, and invari-

ably criticized by those who wish to emphasize the

rational aspects of humour. And it is true that

there are many jokes which leave matter for thought

behind, even if their main point is an irreducible

paradox, or an irreconcilable incongruity. It is

also to be noted that Kant shares Locke's view that

2 Immanuel Kant, Anthropology from a Pragmatic
Point of View , trams, Mary J, Gregor (Martinus
Nijhoff, The Hague, 1974), p. 106.
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there is something easy about wit - it requires less

concentration and perhaps intelligence, than ratio-

cination. In his Anthropology he relegates it,

for example, to the end of a congenial dinner-party,

after serious subjects of mutual interest have been

canvassed during the first courses. The conversa-

tion will degenerate into jesting and teasing with

the gradual exhaustion of the diners, for whom se-

rious conversation has been more of an effort,

Kant actually gives a much fuller account of the

exact motions, as it were, of the mind in amusement

than he is ordinarily credited with. His descrip-

tion is reminiscent of Aristotle's 'movement this

way and that* t

,,,the jest must contain something that is
capable of deceiving for a moment. Hence,
when the illusion is dissipated, the mind
turns back to try it once again, and thus
through a rapidly alternating tension and
relaxation, it is jerked back eund put into
a state of oscillation,

3

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment , trans.
J. H. Bernard (Hafner Publishing Co., New York,
1972), p, 176,
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In a good joke, that is, one which is genuinely-

funny because it is genuinely teasing, he saysj

...we treat our own mistake in the case of
an object otherwise indifferent to us, or
rather the idea we are following out, as we
treat a ball which we knock to and fro for
a time, though our only serious. intention
is to seize it and hold it fast.^

Tt i-

Humour is associated thus with games of fortune

and music as giving free play of sensations j in

the case of amusement, these sensations are produced

by 'change of representations in the judgment} by

it, indeed, no thought that brings an interest with

it is produced, but yet the mind is animated thereby',

Kant therefore introduces several important

notions: that humour is intellectual playj that it

produces no concepts; and that the play is a plea-

sure in itself. He locates it rather delicately

among cognitions and emotions as follows

t

Voltaire said that heaven had given us two
things to counterbalance the many miseries
of life - hope and sleep . He could have
added laughter , if the means of exciting

4 Kant, Critique of Judgment , p. 179.
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it in reasonable men were only as easily-
attainable and the requisite wit or origi-
nality of humour were not so rare, as the
talent is common of imagining things which
break one's head , as mystic dreamers do,
or which break one's neck , as your genius
does, or which break one's heart , as senti-
mental romance writers (and even moralists
of the same kidney) do.^

It is to be noticed, therefore, that Kant's exposi-

tion puts humour in the aesthetic bracket through

its being resolved as not fully rational because it

is pre-conceptual J yet it is concerned with the

judgment rather than the emotions, emd is conceived

of as a 'mental disposition'

t

Humor , in the good sense, means the talent
of being able voluntarily to put oneself in-
to a certain mental disposition, in which
everything is judged quite differently from
the ordinary method (reversed, in fact), and
yet in accordaxice with certain rational
principles in such a frame of mind. He who
is involuntarily subject to such mutations is
called a man of humors (lavinisch)i but he
who can assume them voluntarily and purposively
(on behalf of a lively presentiment brought
about by the aid of a contrast that excites
a laugh), he and his exposition are called
humorous (launig)."

5 Kant, Critique of Judgment , p. 181.

6 Kant, Critique of Judgment , p. 181,
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D.H. Monro, in his survey of philosophical
^^^ ^^^

writing about humour, Argument of Laughter , says

that Kant is 'generally regarded as the father of

incongruity theories',' But it is likely that

literary criticism, contemporary with or in the wake

9f the rise of romanticism, ws^s sui equally important

source for an idea which was half-intentionally an

answer to and a denial of Hobbes* view of human na-

ture. This is shown by the implication that incon-

gruity not only applies formally to the objects of

humour, but is evident also in the mixture of feelings

aroused in its enjoyment! the incongruities are de-

fined in such a way as to reflect on man's existen-

tial situation as arousing such conflicts of feeling.

Typically, Hazlitt in England, and Schlegel

followed by Jean-Paul Richter in Germany, took the

view that the essence of comedy and humour is contra-

diction of various kinds. The quintessentially hu-

morous contradictions are between, for example, the

7 D.H.Monro, Argument of Laughter (University of
Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Ind, , I963), p, 1^7,
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spiritual and the physical, the infinite and the fi-

nite, or between the finite and the Idea, Various

more subtle apergus are grafted on this general >

scheme. Jean-Paul, for example, includes in his

analysis the notion of a double or treble perspec-

tive on contradiction, which would make all humour
Q

ironic. Both he and Hazlitt comment on the per-

vasive contingency of humour

i

Mere wit, as opposed to reason and argument,
consists in striking out some casual and
partial coincidence which has nothing to do,
or at least implies no necessary connection
with the nature of things, which are forced
into a seeming analogy by a play upon words,

:s pie or some irrelevant conceit, as in puns,
riddles, alliteration etc."

But it was Schopenhauer who gave a more clearly

philosophical form to this theory of humour as being

8 Jean-Paul Richter, The Horfi of Oberon , Intro-
duction & Translation by Margaret R. Hale (Wayne
State University Press, Detroit, 1973). P» 86.

9 William Hazlitt, "On Wit and Humour" in Com-
plete Works of William Hazlitt , ed, P.P. Howe
(J.M. Dent & Sons, London, 1931), Vol. 6, p. 19,
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about oddity and contradiction. Animadverting on

Kant and Jean-Paul as being nowhere near a solution

of the problem, he proposed that the essence of hu-

mour is its form as faulty logic

t

In fact, if we want to know the thing abso-
lutely explicitly, we can refer everything
ludicrous to a syllogism in the first figure,
with an undisputed major and an unexpected
minor maintained, to a certain extent, only
by chicsmery; and it is in consequence of
this combination that the conclusion has the
quality of the ludicrous, ^0

The essence of humour for Schopenhauer is, then,

that it parodies thought. And this is what gives

us pleasure in hiunourj the pleasure, he says, lies

in the primacy hmnour reveals of percept over con-

cept, which is revealed as inadequate to reality.

,., perception is the "original kind of know-
ledge, inseparable from animal nature, in
which everything that gives immediate satis-
faction to the will presents itself, it is

^' the medium of the present, of enjoyment and
cheerfulness I moreover it is not associated
with any exertion. With thinking the oppo-

10 Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Represen -

tation , trans, E.F.J. Payne (Dover Publica-
tions, New York, 1958), Vol, II, p, 92.
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site holds good} it is the second power of
knowledge, whose exercise always requires
some, often considerable, exertion. And it
is the concepts of thinking that are so often
opposed to the satisfaction of our immediate
desires, since, as the medium of the past,
the future, and what is serious, they act as
the vehicle of our fears, our regrets, and
all our cares. It must therefore be delight-
ful for us to see this strict, untiring, and
most troublesome governess, our faculty of^
reason, for once convicted of inadequacy.

He harks back by implication too to the notion

quod homo risibilis quia rationalis of the Schoolmen,

when he points out that only man, who can reach the

universal through concepts, can laugh; the animal

in a world only of perception, has no standard of

comparison. ^* ^ y .
yi»^ i . .'- ^ .

True to his time, Schopenhauer distinguishes

between the comic and the humorous. HxAmour is the

comic faculty of the serious man, the man "convinced

that he conceives things as they are, and that they

are as he conceives them". This conviction, easily

upset in the intelligent and obsejrvant man, leads to

11 Schopenhauer, Will and Representation , Vol. II,
p. 98.
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the subjective form of laughter, humourj

For, more closely considered, humour depends
on a subjective yet serious smd sublime mood,
involuntarily coming into conflict with a
common external world very different from it
...for reconciliation, it attempts to think
its own view eind this external world through
a double incongruity, now on one side now on
the other, with the real thing thought through
them. -'-2

Thus, having scorned Jean-Paul's theorizing, Schopen-

hauer comes very close to it himself, particularly

in this idea that a multiple viewpoint is involved

in humour. His theory about the form humour takes,

the faulty syllogism, inevitably leads him to think

about the subjective elements which respond to it.

The faulty subsumption when it is discerned as amusing

entails precisely this kind of multiple viewpoint in

the hvimorous man.

Kierkegaard, who follows closely in the wake of

Jean-Paul and Schopenhauer, and whose theory of hu-

mour owes a great deal to them, particularly uses

this multiple-view character of the subjective side

12 Schopenhauer, Will and Representation . Vol. ll,
p. 100.
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of humour in his analysis of the progress of the

religious man through his aesthetic, ethical, and

religious development. Humour becomes for him an

agent of change from one stage to the next, through

its ability figuratively to unite contradictions

and to adumbrate in more humble terms the ultimate

paradox of the God-Man, In particular, he contrasts

humour with pathos (the tragic) in its possibility

of showing 'the way out* ^3 because it provides

an alternative perspective, and releases the man who

can practise it from being wrapped up in the limits

of everyday existence. In Kierkegaard •s thought,

however, which involves the final decision to cast

oneself out over the abyss of faith, the function

of humour in the highest religiousness is dubious -

he is never sure whether, at this stage, it is to be

trusted, or whether it is acceptable, as an attitude

13 S0ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific
Postscript , trans. D.F. Swenson & W. Lowrie
(Princeton University Press, Princeton, 197^),
pp. 462-3.
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»
of mind, to God,

Lastly, in Comic Laughter , published in 1961,

Marie Collins Swabey has produced a rich and full '=

account of humour as incongruity from a rationalist

point of view. The claim is that humour is a value,

and its value lies in its reference to an ultimately

rational and harmonious reality:

... comic insight authenticates itself, as it
were, by appealing to rational principles as
the criteria to render judgment upon its
effort to infringe them. By our laughter we
reject the non-feline cat, the talking quadru-
ped, as impossible and so reaffirm the supre-
macy of the logical world and the cogency of
thought to grasp it. In brief, perceptions
of the comic turn upon insight into the falsi-
ty of any attempted denial of the laws of
thought and inference, while insight into
the failure of such attempts is what consti-
tutes their comic self-contradiction. •'^

"To what extent may there be humor in prayer, in
which there is a disregard for all secular rela-
tively, an informal du-relationship to God", he
asks in his Journals (Indiana University Press,
Indiana, 1970), Vol. II, p. 262.

1^1- Marie Collins Swabey, Comic Laughter (Archon
Books, 1970), p. 115.

15 '. .
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Because Swabey insists that one derives a value, in

the shape of an intimation of the fundamental rationa-

lity of the universe, from comic laughter, she tends

to dismiss all laughter that patently has not got

this root as not • comic •, For example shaggy dog

stories she dismisses (as Freud did) as simply

annoying, and specifically annoyance at being tricked,

She would dismiss also the laughter of yokels at

anything strange as linjustified:

As maintained in this essay, comic laughter
is never resolvable into matters of mere
empirical habit, custom, the association of
ideas, or simple feeling and sensation.
Basically, perception of the comic requires
the grasp of incongruities that are both
logical (as regards the science of reasoning)
and teleological (involving a fitness of the
parts within the pattern of the whole) - a
sense of consonance in dissonance, concord
in discord, that is, congruence in incon-
gruence ,

-^^

Swabey, therefore, insists that incongruity itself,

although the necessary form of hvunour, fails to be

funny unless it is somehow resolved by an apprehen-

15 Swabey, Comic Laughter , p. II5.
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sion of congruity, and that it is this apprehen-

sion that as it were sanctifies its opposite. It

is in this way that humour becomes a value worthy

to be discussed along with the good, the true, and

the beautiful which derive their value from their

coherence. However, jokes which provide a resolu-

tion of their incongruities are relatively rare,

and satire (for which Swabey has not much sympathy)

makes it its business to show that incongruities are

in fact the substamce of our lives by showing how far

we are ruled not by rational considerations, but by

empirical habit and custom which we take to be ra-

tional; humour does not in fact produce its oppo-

site, the perception of congruity. While the per-

ception of incongruity relies on our rational abi-

lity to detect identity and difference, it seems

perverse to describe it as any kind of insight into

the rational principles which may govern the universe.

*
The possibility that this may be so is sympathe-

tically entertained but finally dismissed by
Pierre-Jose About in a recent essay "Signifi-
cation de 1» humour" in Revue de Metaphysique
et de Morale , Vol. I, No, bOi

L'humeur est philosophe en ce qu*il vise a
certains dechiffrements du monde, en ce qu»il
tend a discrediter I'illusoire pour attendre k
I'essentiel, mais il n'est pas dessein philoso-
phique parce qu*il lui manque pour cela la rigueur
du concept et la reflexion sur sa propre validite.
(p. 362)
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Summary

Unlike superiority theories which dictate what the

objects of humour must be, incongruity theories carry

with them no clear implications about the opposite

pole, the subjective attitude. But they are based

more securely in a reliable empirical foundation,

that is, the examination of jokes and humorous situ-

ations.

As far as incongruity theories imply anything

about the minds that enjoy incongruity, it is that

they must be rational in their discernment of identity

and difference, and further, that it is the discre-

pancy between the orderliness of rationality and the

disorderliness of experience that is enjoyed.

The enjoyment is then interpreted psychologically

as either a humanly valuable acceptance of the every-

day anomalies of existence, or by rationalist extra-

polation as a recognition of an underlying order in

which those anomalies are optimistically reconciled.

Here, hardly less than in superiority theories, en-

joyment is ascribed not only to the incongruities

themselves, but to a further bonus of meaning or

understanding which yields an emotional, intuitive, or

intellectual resolution of paradox.
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Chapter 4

The Enjoyment of Incongruity

In this final chapter my aim is to relate the

historical survey of theories of humour to Clark's

description of amusement as the enjoyment of incon-

gruity.

Superiority theories attribute the enjoyment to

a subjective feeling of superiority or relief, while

incongruity theories tend to think of it either as

an intellectual enjoyment of something xinderstood

through the incongruity - a bonus of truth - or else

as the enjoyment of an at least temporary bamboozling

of the mind, even, like Schopenhauer, a triumph over

reason itself. Neither seems quite to agree with

Clark that it is the incongruity itself that is en-

joyed; that is, wanted, undergone, or indulged in

for its own sake.

Clark himself dismisses superiority theories as

•psychological* - that is, as not of interest to the

philosopher, and susceptible only to empirical inves-
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tigation for their confirmation or disproof. At the

same time, he does not suggest any further avenue of

investigation by which we might try to understand

what it is about incongruity that we enjoy. I

propose now to investigate the notions of both en-

joyment and incongruity to see if a connecting link

can be found. . „ . , ,

The concept of enjoyment is distinguished chief-

ly by its immediate involvement with its object.

Things which are enjoyed are approved for their own

sake. It follows that when incongruity is enjoyed,

it is not for amy further bonus of self-congratula-

tion or relief from conventional restraints. This

is not to deny that superiority and relief are sour-

ces of enjoyment. But if they were the prime sources

of the enjoyment involved in amusement, jokes might

indeed be, as Hobbes maintains, just indecencies and

But he does suggest that both incongruity and
enjoyment may be further defined in particular
species of amusement, e.g. the enjoyment of wit

,. is an enjoyment requiring exercise of intellect
^ on a subtle incongruity ("Humour and Incon-

gruity", p. 32, note 6).
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unfortunate accidents. Certainly, this kind of

gratification seems to be a more urgent motive than

amusement, with its related meanings of mere pastime

and diversion. As Perry says in his discussion of

the concept of pleasure, in which he gives conside-

rable attention to enjoyments . ,

If we may say that what one desires and
strives for is the possession of something
he does not possess, the existence of some-
thing which does not exist, or the occurren-
ce of something which has not occurred, then
we may say that objects of desire and striv-
ing are never actual. On the other hand,
objects of enjoyment are necessarily actual,
for we cannot enjoy what is not.-*-

The enjoyment of incongruity does not then seem to

be a want, as the desire for self-glory or relief

or wisdom might be. Psychological explanations in

these terms, such as Freud's, seem to overplay a

conative element which is hardly present in the

concept of amusement as the enjoyment of incon-

gruity.

1 David L, Perry, The Concept of Pleasure (Mou-
ton and Co., The Hague and Paris, 1967), p. 215,

Fe r ;
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Is amusement then, if not a want, an emotion, jj

as Sharpe argues? Incongruity, as a condition, r.r

hardly seems the kind of relation between things

which would arouse the degree of disturbance which

is characteristic of emotion. As Perry says in

The Concept of Pleasure i

Although pleasure either as enjoyment or
gladness is not incompatible with a measure
of excitement, where excitement reaches
such a pitch that a person can be described
as agitated, distracted, or overwhelmed,
it becomes inappropriate to say that he
feels pleasure. It is just where a person
is agitated, disturbed or distracted that
the term 'emotion* is most appropriately
applied.^

When the object of an attitude is something as for-

mal as 'incongruity*, the likelihood of being

* moved* by it seems far-fetched; to quote Perry

again t

...pleasure must be classified as emotion
if the dichotomy between feeling and cogni-
tion is accepted, but the cognitive aspects
of many sorts of feeling, including pleasure,
must not be overlooked, ?

2 Perry, Concept of Pleasure , p. 111.

3 Perry, Concept of Pleasure , p. 111.
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It may well be objected to this, that the word

incongruity must not be given too much weight, for

it is, after all, a philosopher's abstraction, which

in actual instances of funny occurrences and jokes

is clothed in all kinds of concrete and sensuous

detail. As Schopenhauer points out, it is the recal-

citrsmce of perception to the dictates of reason

that constitutes the enjoyment in aimusement. The

cognition of incongruity may be all but buried in

emotional responses of self-congratulation or plea-

surable relief from restraint, produced by the ima-
iori 'A^iOTi.^, trie

ginatively sensuous enjoyment of incongruities on

aggressive or sexual themes. But here philosophi-

cal thinking about humour, if not the laughing gene-

ral, makes the distinction between the enjoyment of

incongruity (an enjoyment focussed upon the rela-

tionship between elements of thought or perception)

,

and the cathectic charge released by the topics of

jokes (which may be pleasurable, conflicting, or

unpleasant emotions, rather than enjoyment). In

making this distinction between enjoyment and emotion,

I rely on Perry's account of enjoyment:
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Enjoyment is a non-evaluative, non-conative
pro-attitude toward some actual object for
what it is in itself, which object is a
present doing, undergoing, or experiencing
on the part of the subject or is something
intimately connected with a present doing,
undergoing, or experiencing on his part. ^

This account of enjoyment allows a separation of the

elements in the subjective response to humour, and

thus an explanation of some of the anomalies in the

theories of humour which have been examined. Berg-

son's insistence that humour is 'purely intellec-

tual*, predicated on an 'anaesthesia of the heart'

(compared with its usual classification among the

emotions or 'passions') expresses the primacy of

the formal relation of incongruity, over the emo-

tional charge which may attach to the elements

brought into that relation. The mildness of a

'pro-attitude' is always at risk in amusement at

subject matter which is inherently capable of arou-

sing impleasant emotion. On the other hand, topics

which are inherently capable of rousing pleasurable

4 Perry, Concept of Pleasure , p. 214,
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emotions will intensify the pro-attitude, thus pro-

ducing, for example, hilarity, or the violent, in-

sensitive, or abusive laughter described by Plato

and Aristotle.
'*'

The distinction between incongruity and the to-

pics which it brings into relation may most easily

be understood by analogy with modes of aesthetic

expression. In painting, for example, the distinc-

tion is illustrated by paint on a flat surface which

gives a distinctive form to the subject which is

portrayed. Just as we distinguish liking a picture

of puppies for its painterly qualities from liking

puppies, so the theorist of humour distinguishes

between enjoying a topic presented in incongruous

form, and enjoying thinking about, learning about,

or experiencing, the topic itself. Just as we may

question the aesthetic enjoyment of painting in

someone who might say *I like this picture because

it is a picture of food and I like food' , so we

question the enjoyment of a joke if it can be ex-

pressed primarily as the gratification of a taste

for sex, insult or enlightenment.
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That enjoyment of incongruity is an aesthetic

enjoyment, that is, the enjoyment of an object in-

terpreted through an imposed form, can be illustra- e

ted in various ways. The most obvious is to re- xblB

phrase a joke in discursive terms. That a man is

happier if he can live within his means is a truism.

Micawber's expression of this truism is made amusing

by exaggeration and emphasis, an incongruous juxta-

position of a small sum of money and resultant

•Misery* or 'Happiness*.

The isolation of enjoyable incongruity as the

specific formal object of amusement may seem rather

unspecific, not only because it is abstract, but be-

cause it might apply to objects which do not in fact

amuse. Examples which spring to mind seem to be of

four kinds J those which are more pathetic than a-

musing, those which are more sublime than amusing,

those which are purely a matter of sensation, and

those which are more oddly interesting than amusing^

Instances, respectively; a child attemjjting a task
fe^. too difficult for him, an alpine flower blooming

out of bare rock, consuming alternate mouthfuls
of hot curry and cold cider, the fact that sea
anemones are carnivorous animals.

I
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The first three, however, seem to make their effects

not so much through incongruity (which is necessari-

ly an unresolved relation) as through contrast. The

enjoyable element in such contrasts is an accountable

difference which provides no challenge to the ordering

mind to attempt some kind of solution.

This leaves the fourth class, those enjoyable

curiosities colloquially described as 'funny-pecu-

liar' and thus distinguished from 'funny ^a-ha*^^^

I am able to offer only a tentative explanation for.

their being enjoyable incongruities which do not ., ,

amuses that is, that they are oddities which may as

a class or classes be so familiar that their indivi-

dual occurrence is simply another example of an old

puzzle, e,g, the oddities of human nature and of na-

ture (such as camouflage). Perhaps quite often

such oddities could, by skilful comic invention, be

given a novel or graphically incongruous form which

would render them amusing rather than merely peculiar.

Naturally-occurring humorous situations, and the

laughter of simple people at what is, outside their

experience may seem to be further exceptions to the

notion that incongruity is the aesthetic form of
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humour, for incongruity is necessarily the ill fit

between not less than two elements. If a yokel

laughs at city dress, however, the elements of in-

congruity are what he sees on another and his own

normality. At its most simple-minded, amusement ex-

presses a comparison between expectation, assumption,

or prejudice, and what is actually presented, for it

is just this comparison that is seen and enjoyed as

incongruous. There is no philosophical need, there-

fore, to make a distinction between the laughter of

the sophisticated and the laughter of the naive, be-

tween, for example, the wit of Oscar Wilde and the

laughter of a child at the incompetence of a play-

mate.

It follows that the same kinds of criticism and

doubt about the aesthetic, ethical, or truth values

of himour arise as in the cases of other aesthetic

forms. It is possible to be amused by good jokes on

repulsive or immoral subjects just as it is possible

to admire good paintings of repulsive subjects or

erotica. It is equally possible that such enjoyment

can be destroyed by emotions such as sorrow or dis-
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gust aroused by their subject matter, A feeble

pun which relies on consonance of sound without

introducing an equal play on meaning is deficient

in incongruity and fails to satisfy a mature mind,

although it may please a child-like one, for whom

the mere fact that one sound has two meanings suffi-

ces.

The questions what it is we enjoy when we enjoy

incongruity and why incongruity should be enjoyable

at all are perhaps best approached (although they

may not be wholly answerable) through the concept

of enjoyment itself. Taylor says in "Pleasure"*

The question why exercising a characteris-
tically human capacity should be in itself
a good is very difficult; the answer is
certainly connected with the fact that most
if not all enjoyments involve the exercise
of some capacity.

3

So the questions perhaps become « what capacity is

5 C.C.W. Taylor, "Pleasure", p. 17,
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exercised in the perception of enjoyable incongruity?

and in what way does incongruity exercise it? The

obvious candidate seems to be the rational capacity

to detect identity and difference. But the percep-

tion involved is of incongruity, or unresolved diffe-

rences the rational capacity therefore is exercised,

but also balked of its usual goal of making sense of

things. This apparent mis-use of our rationality is

enjoyable, Schopenhauer thought, because it provides

an escape from the ordinary rules of reason. Aris-

totle and Kant suggest that it is the actual acti-

vity of looking for the sensible solution ("looking

this way and that", tossing a ball to and fro) that

is enjoyed much like a game. So it may be that

incongruity provides us with the enjoyable exercise

of our rational capacity on something that challenges

it I and that, moreover, it is exercised in the mode

It is interesting that Aristotle's metaphor is
echoed in the history of the word amusement
itself, from old French 'amuser*, to cause a
dog to lose the scent and therefore to search
for it.
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of play, am idea which Freud, among others, suggests,

and which is borne out by numerous words and phrases,

e.g. .jeu d* esprit , and • ludicrous *,

Incongruity, considered as the form of humorous

objects, therefore, does not tell us very much about

the mind that enjoys it, except that, as the School-

men said, it is rational to the extent of discerning

identity and difference, and perhaps, further, that

it enjoys the play of its own thoughts and percep-

tions, Marie Collins Swabey's extrapolation from

this that humour has metaphysical and ontological

dimensions, that it is a value to be measured against

the true, the good, and the beautiful, is only a

possible consequence. As a form, incongruity cannot

be as well a content; but as a form, and therefore

an empty vessel, it dictates the shape of things

that can enter into it, and congruence can do so

only by implication. There is no necessity, there-

fore, in the laughing response to incongruity, that

its perception has been resolved in a further con-

gruence. It is equally possible that such a reso-

lution, as the end of incongruity, is also the end

of amusement.
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It is not surprising, perhaps, that philosophers

either try, like Swabey, to assimilate humour into

theories of coherence, or, on the other hand, deni-

grate it, like Locke. For to an orderly and rational

mind, unresolved difference (the concept of incon-

gruity) may be a dubious object of enjoyment. *The

ugly* (Aristotle), 'the unseemly* (Cicero), *de-

gradation* (Bain), have been its persisting descrip-

tions. But by making its species in humour 'enjoy-

able* incongruity, Clark goes a long way towards

showing that it has nevertheless the innocuous func-

tion of a necessary formal element. We are enabled

to see that pleasure deriving from other sources -

our need for triumph, relief from tension, enlighten-

ment, or reconciliation of existential problems -

can be supplied by humour just as they may be supplied

by other forms of art, but that these are the result

of thematic rather than formal elements.

Just as "all art constantly aspires towards the

condition of music" where form and matter are in-

6 Walter Pater, "The School of Giorgione" in The
Renaissance; studies in art and poetry (Mac-
inillan & Co., London, Library Edition, 1910, re-
printed 1967), p. 135.
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distinguishable, and contribute together to the

intensity of enjoyment, so a really 'rich joke*

(to use Max Eastman's phrase) resonates on many

levels of feeling and meaning for whose enjoyment

incongruity is necessary without necessarily being

sufficient.
^ ~

. in

Conclusion

Superiority and incongruity theories of humour

are, as Clark says, not in conflict. What our exa-

mination of their history shows, however, is that

they have harboured a third possibility, that of a

form which supplies the linking element between the

subjective attitude, and the objects it surveys.

While the former has been variously guessed at

(•sudden glory*, •superiority') and the latter

examined and compiled ad nauseam , they can be brought

together in the notion, not that incongruities can

be funny, but that objects must exhibit the formal

relation of incongruity if they are to amuse.

Finally, then, amusement is the manifestation

or occurrence of an underlying disposition (the

sense of humour) to see and enjoy topics, situations.
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or ideas brought into incongruous relation. That

incongruity as a form can be so enjoyed is an irre-

ducible fact J this specific kind of perception can

then be rendered less or more enjoyable by emotions

aroused by the topics, situations, or ideas in them-

selves. As a disposition and as a form, that is, in

its subjective and objective aspects, humour is not

inherently moral or dependent on degrees of intelli-

gence. Its enjoyment is closer in kind to aesthetic

feeling than either to cognition or to emotion,

although these latter can be and indeed often are

secondarily involved.
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